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Can you imagine...

...a world without band-aids?
"There's just too much hurt in the world to only have three band-aids..."
CAN YOU IMAGINE?
WHAT WE'VE READ

Data shows few repeat OD revivals
Warren police used 165 kits of Narcan in 2017

Surgeon general urges more Americans to carry opioid antidote naloxone
By Susan Scutti and Robert Jimison, CNN
Updated 3:55 PM ET, Thu April 5, 2018
"I am fed up with the overdoses. Narcan is free, but people struggle to pay for every day medications they need to live."

"It doesn't solve the problem, but it makes it possible to solve the problem."

"You can't just let someone die."

"There is a point after which people should not be helped."

"I thought that addiction was for weak-willed people until it was my kid. It makes a difference when it's personal."

"Life should be preserved at all costs."

"I think that the current naloxone programs should be allowed to be in place, but we need to fix the underlying problems. It is just a band-aid."
YOUR AUDIENCE

- 25-45-year-old parents of children ages 0-12
- Residents aged 55 and over
- Nursing students in Trumbull County
INFLUENCERS

- Trumbull County families of opioid misusers revived by Narcan
- Church officials
- Healthcare professionals and nursing professors
WE WANT THE PEOPLE OF TRUMBULL COUNTY TO KNOW THAT...

- Narcan is a non-addictive drug.
- Few people in Trumbull County are revived by Narcan multiple times.
- Narcan is for revival, not recovery.
- Revival is life itself.
THROUGH OUR CAMPAIGN, WE AIM TO...

- Increase understanding that Narcan is not going to solve the opioid epidemic.
- Facilitate compassion for those individuals who are affected by addiction. They deserve to live.
Can You Imagine? - Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
@canyouimagine
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Could you imagine a world without Band-Aids? A world without Narcan can have the same effect.
facebook.com/canyouimagine
CAN YOU IMAGINE...
A WORLD WITHOUT BAND-AIDS?

BAND-AIDS ALLOW TIME FOR WOUNDS TO HEAL.
• They provide coverage when bad things happen.
• While they don’t offer a permanent solution, they
provide those who use them with extra time.

USING NARCOTICS IS LIKE USING A BAND-AID.
Narcotics is a non-addictive drug used to
temporarily reverse opioid overdose symptoms.
Narcotics are not a permanent solution, but a way to save lives.

CAN YOU IMAGINE A WORLD WITHOUT BAND-AIDS?
FIND OUT MORE:

Facebook: CAN YOU IMAGINE
Instagram: @CanUImagine

#CanULImagine
CAN YOU IMAGINE...  
... A WORLD WITHOUT BAND-AIDS?

Band-aids allow time for wounds to heal. They provide coverage when bad things happen. And while band-aids aren’t a permanent solution, they provide those who use them with extra time to get better.

Using Narcan is like using a band-aid. Narcan is a non-addictive drug used to temporarily reverse opioid/opiate overdoses.

Narcan is for revival, not recovery. It is not a permanent solution but a way to save lives. Revival matters. It is life itself.

Can you imagine a world without band-aids? Find out more:

#CanYouImagine  
@CanuImagine  
facebook.com/CanYouImagine  
www.facebook.com/CanYouImagine
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"There's just too much hurt in the world to only have three band-aids..."
Can you imagine a world without Narcan?
Questions?